Anharmonic motion in experimental charge density investigations.
In the charge density study of 9-diphenylthiophosphinoylanthracene the thermal motion of several atoms needed an anharmonic description via Gram-Charlier coefficients even for data collected at 15 K. As several data sets at different temperatures were measured, this anharmonic model could be proved to be superior to a disorder model. Refinements against theoretical data showed the resemblance of an anharmonic model and a disorder model with two positions very close to each other (~0.2 Å), whereas these two models could be clearly distinguished if the second position is 0.5 Å apart. The refined multipole parameters were distorted when the anharmonic motion was not properly refined. Therefore, this study reveals the importance of detecting and properly handling anharmonic motion. Unrefined anharmonic motion leads to typical shashlik-like residual density patterns. Therefore, careful analysis of the residual density and the derived probability density function after the refinement of the Gram-Charlier coefficients proved to be the most useful tools to indicate the presence of anharmonic motion.